
Name of Activity: Love Rocks!

Area:  General: Language

  Specific: Reading on the Word Level

Materials: A bowl containing a set of 7 red painted rocks with a word on each one: I, me, 
you, mom, dad, love, loves. Also a piece of felt, a fine tip black sharpie, colored pencils, 
and small pieces of paper (for documenting)

Aims:  Direct: An awareness that written word carries a message and that a group 
of words can be moved around to create new meaning.

  Indirect: Introduction to building sentences

Preparation: Previous reading on the word level and writing words

Age: Second-Third Year

Presentation of the Lesson:
1. One by one take the rocks out of the bowl and place them on the lower right side of the 

felt mat. Say each word as you do this. 
2. Pause
3. Choose one- “I” Say “I” and place at the top of felt.
4. Choose another- “love” Say “love” and place after I.
5. Choose another- “you” Say “you” and place after love.
6. Point to each rock and say “I love you”
7. Bring all rocks back to group and do another example
8. Perhaps “dad loves me”
9. Say “I like that. I am going to write that one down.” 
10.Choose a piece of paper and marker. Write “dad loves me” and say “My dad loves me. 

I love him too. I want to decorate this nice message.”
11.With colored pencils add some designs. 
12.Place all of the materials back in their proper places and say “I am going to put this 

special note in my mailbox so I can bring it home.”

Work of the Teacher:

 Points of Emphasis: do a couple of examples

 Language: the words themselves

Points of Interest: Sensorial experience of holding the rocks, expressing love



Work of the Child:

 Points of Consciousness: Awareness that many sentences can be built with just 
seven words, communicating love through written word

Control of Error: limited word choices

Variations: Add other words/names

Extensions: Have children make their own sets (this was Noreen’s suggestion!)

Source: L. Walsh, Woodland Hill Montessori; February 2013

                                  

             

                                              


